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GEMBOREE 2019 at UIS, NAMIBIA

Arrangements regarding the Gemboree are well under 
way. The Gemboree Team already issued their first 
communiqué. Registration forms were send to the 
various clubs. Accommodation will be split between the 
Brandberg Lodge and the White Lady. Namibia is the 
most magical photographic place with something for 
everone.

The Cape Town Club decided to support the local miners 
and traders in selling their specimens.They are working 
with the Ministry of Mines to obtain permits for the export 
of minerals to be done at Uis. Further details will be sent 
out shortly.

Only people who belong to a club affiliated to FOSAGAMS 
are allowed to attend a Gemboree.

For any further information regarding the Gemboree at 
Uis,  kindly contact the Gemboree Team at 
gemboree2019@gmail.com . See all of you at Uis!

WITWATERSRAND GEM AND MINERAL CLUB 
CELEBRATING THEIR  60th  BIRTHDAY

Congratulations to the Witwatersrand Gem and Mineral 
Club celebrating their 60th birthday. FOSAGAMS would 
like to express our heartfelt pride and joy in this 
achievement.

At the celebration party held at Graeme and Leslie 
Hoffman's estate a few interesting facts arose:

The club held their first meeting in the Johannesburg 
Public Library. Their clubroom was established at 31 
Empire Road, Parktown.

Outings were undertaken amongst others to Tshipise, the 
road cutting at Hartbeespoort Dam, amethyst was 
collected at Ferndale, field trips were undertaken to the 
aragonite cave near Krugersdorp, the mineral baths at 
So-ja, ergthinite on a matrix of saftoritel cobaltite was 
collected at Groblersdal, a new amethyst site was 
discovered at Bryanston, bowenite at the Congo-Vaal.
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In the 1973- and 1974 newsletters one reads that petrol 
restrictions were announced and that speed limits hit the club 
in November. Due to the restrictions it was decided to only 
have outings once every two months.

Tiger's eye was selling at R1,00 per kg.

Businesses which advertised in the Wits newsletters were: 
Giftique in the Carlton Centre, Gemstones in Jeppe Str, 
Central Emerald Buying and Selling Organization (Pty) Ltd cnr 
Smal- and President Streets, B. Muscat and Yardley's.

The largest attendence of people attending a club meeting 
was in January 1973 when 113 members and 14 visitors 
pitched up.

The Wits Club organized eight Gemborees and two National 
Shows.

The following members were sincerely thanked for their 
contributions towards FOSAGAMS:

Jack Brasg (Editor SA LapMag), Graham Reeks (President 
FOSAGAMS), Allan Fraser (Editor SA LapMag), Sharon Flax 
Waddington (Editor SAGM), Bruce Cairncross (Editorial 
committee SA LapMag and contributor of many articles and 
excellent photographs of minerals), Kevin Hean (Sponsor of 
Bruce's photographs in the magazine). Finally a special word 
of thanks went to Ray Biram who served FOSAGAMS and the 
magazine so effectively as a treasurer for many years.

   Photos: www.fosagams.co.za/Gallery/Gemborees
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PIETERMARITZBURG GEM AND MINERAL CLUB 

Congratulations to the Pietermaritzburg Gem and Mineral Club 

who will be celebrating their 30th birthday in 2019.

INKALAMU – GEMFIELDS INTRODUCES 'INKALAMU', THE 5,655 CARAT LION EMERALD

Inkalamu was discovered in the eastern part of Kagem's largest open – pit mine at 10:15 on October 2, 2018 
by geologists Debapriya Rakshit and veteran emerald miner Richard Kapeta, who has more that a decade of 
experience mining Zambian emeralds for the Gemfields group. This area of the mine has proven to be 
particularly fertile in recent months with the Kagan team recovering several significant crystals there, but 
none with the combined size, colour and clarity of the Lion Emerald.

The naming of the uncut emeralds is a tradition reserved for the rarest and most remarkable gems. While no 
official records exist, perhaps two dozen have merited their own name and with the majority weighing less 
than 1 000 carats. Gemfields last named an emerald in 2010 when it unveiled the 'Insofu' or 'elephant' 
emerald.

On this occasion, Gemfields chose 'Inkalamu' (meaning lion in the local Bemba language) in honour of the 
work carried out by two of Gemfields' concervation partners, the Zambian Carnivore Programme and Niassa 
Carnivore Project in Mozambique. These partners work tirelessly to smooth relationship between Africa's 
carnivores and local communities across vast, remote and challenging areas.

The Lion Emerald will be offered for sale at Gemfields' next auction in Singapore in November 2018 to 
approximately 45 approved auction partners, chosen by Gemfields for their shared values in responsible 
practices. 

The emeralds found in Gemfields' Kagem mine were formed more than 450 million years ago when rare 
combination of in situ minerals and surging magma from deep within the earth's crust encountered one 
another and supported just the right conditions for emerald crystal growth.

Gemfields which also mines rubies in Mozambique, was taken over by Pallinghurst Resources, a South African 
mining investment company, in 2017.

Sources:

1. Beeld, Thursday November 1 2018.

2. https://gemfields.com/gemfields-introduces-inkalamu-the-5655-carat-lion-emerald/
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 Inkalamu was discovered at Kagem, the world's 
largest emerald mine, which is 75% owned by 
Gemfields and 25% by the Industrial Corporation of 
Zambia (which belongs in turn to the Government of 
the Republic of Zambia).
Photo: https://gemfields.com/gemfields-introduces-
inkalamu-the-5655-carat-lion-emerald/
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       GEOLOGICAL AND MINERAL MUSEUMS

I'm very excited to announce that I'm starting a new series with the emphasis on geological and 
mineral museums. This promise to be rewarding and gratifying! So for those going on holiday, be 

sure not to miss out and start jotting down museums on your route.  It is something that the whole 
family can enjoy, both fun and enriching at the same time!

1.  Albany Museum, Somerset Str. Grahamstown, 046 622 2312; info@am.org.za ; Mr Manzi Vabaza

2. Amathole Museum, Cnr. Albert and Alexandra  Streets, King William's Town, 043 642 4506; 
amathole@museum.za.net ; 

3. Bernard Price Insititute of Paleontology, Van Riet Louw Building, E. Campus, Wits, Jan Smuts 
Avenue, Braamfontein, 011 717 6682

4. Bieloch Geology Museum, Geosciences Building, WITS, 011 717 1000

5. Cradle of Humankind, Maropeng Visitor Centre off R563, near Krugersdorp; 014 577 9000;       
info@maropeng.co.za 

6. Ditsong Museum of Natural History, 432 Paul Kruger Street, Pretoria; 012 000 0040; 
info@ditsong.org.za

7. Ditsong Tswaing Meteorite Crater, Onderstepoort Road (M35), Soshanguwe, Plot 1249 JR Soutpan, 
012 000 0041; tswaing@ditsong.org.za 

8. Durban Natural Sciences Museum, 1st Floor, City Hall, Durban, 031 311 2256; 
allison.ruiters@durban.gov.za 

9. East London Museum, 319 Oxford Street, Southernwood, East London, 043 743 0686; 
gmorcom@elmuseum.za.org 

10. ESKOM Museum, Eskom Heritage Section, Megawatt Park, Maxwell, Johannesburg; 011 800 4199;    
 jenny.kolb@eskom.co.za

    Tswaing Meteorite Crater

Photo: http://www.nfi.org.za/what-is-the-tswaing-crater/
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    THE PASSING AWAY OF DAVID MINSTER

FOSAGAMS are truly sorry to hear of the loss of David Minster. David served as 
SAGM editor as well as administrator of the FOSAGAMS' Facebook page for a short 
period of time. He also submitted numerous articles and photographs. He 
absolutely loved the Vivo outings where he took some memorable photos.

PHOTO:FACEBOOK

On his acceptance as editor for the SAGM, he submitted the following synopsis of his life as a rockhound:

“I first became interested in the lapidary world as a young kid, I wanted to build a cat's whisker crystal set 
radio so my dad brought me a piece of galena from the shop, the radio worked but the galena fascinated 
me more and so began a lifelong hobby, profession and passion. I started collecting mineral specimens 
and tumbled stones, it is actually amazing what you could find around Pretoria and Johannesburg back in 
the early 1960s. As an adult I went into the family business as a goldsmith, ended up dealing in minerals 
and gemstones as well, I bought a lot from Mara's Gems in the Pretoria CBD and became firm friends with 
Luis and Mara Leite. 

My first specimens as that I acquired to sell as a dealer were from the first spectacular rhodocrosite find at 
the Kalahari manganese fields in 1974, I can't think of a better introduction to the business than that. My 
real interest though, was gemstones so I moved into the gemstone business, then realized that I didn't 
really know anything about what I was selling so the next quest was for knowledge. I passed the 
Gemmological Association of Great Britain's gemology diploma exam in 1979 after which I became a 
fellow of the Association. Around about then I also invented a few new gem testing technologies like the 
yellow LED light source for refractometers and the use of the Barkhausen effect for distinguishing 
between natural and synthetic diamonds, thereby ushering in the use of modern electronics in 
gemmology. 

In 1986 I went to live in Idar Oberstein, the centre of the European gem industry where I did the German 
Gemmological Association's Gemmology course. I returned there in 1990 to get their advanced 
professional diamond Grading diploma course and the Pearls, Amber, Coral and other organic gemstones 
diploma. I had also developed a new profession, gemstone faceting, carving and cabochoning so I got to 
meet some of the top gemstone cutters in the world as well. I also began photographing minerals, 
gemstones and jewellery around about then, my pictures appeared in magazines and calendars around 
the world as well, as being the guest speaker at the Gemmological association of great Britain's AGM in 
1997 where I gave them a 3D slideshow and talk on gemstones and inclusions in gemstones. Some of my 
earlier pictures also made it into the Minerals of South Africa book by Bruce Cairncross and Roger Dixon.” 

Our condolences to Hilda and the two girls.
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May you and all those who are close to you have a 
Christmas filled with lots of happiness, peace and 
love. May God bless you and keep you protected and 
in good health in 2019.
Kind regards
Linda Stone
President FOSAGAMS

President - Linda Stone    
Vice – President -  Jannie Swart  
Secretary – Sonja Smit   
Treasurer - Marietjie van Zyl
email:  president@fosagams.co.za   
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Cornelia Voigt    http:// www.kalaharitreasures.com/
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